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**One Difference! Instructions**

The goal of this game is to collect cards that match yours but with one difference. It’s only a match if the cards are identical except for one thing.

1. Deal all the cards and take turns placing a card in the center of the table.
2. The first person to play a card with only one difference gets to keep the card in the center.
3. The group decides if it’s a real One Difference! match.
4. Play until there are no more matches to be made.
5. The person who collects the most cards wins.
The goal of this game to find pairs of cards that only have one difference.

1. Deal all the cards.
2. Take turns placing a card in the center of the table.
3. If you think you have a card with only one difference, place it in the center of the table.
4. Together decide the cards played are real One Difference! matches.
5. Play until there are no more matches to be made.

Teacher Note: Provide only 3 of the One Difference! cards
One Difference! Demonstration Cards

[Image of a scene with a hand pointing to a fish, a shell, and a tree.]
Who has a card like this but with one difference?
Who has a card like this but with one difference?
Who has a card like this but with one difference?
Who has a card like this but with one difference?